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included in tekla structural planner are the following new features: choice between classic or metric units: the
choice between classic and metric units is made for each part of the structural analysis. if you select metric units,
the component and span lengths can be entered in metric units. introduction of a user-defined gage cube: the gage
cube is defined by the user and can be used to model beams with gage or to calculate the minimum moment
capacity. for each member, you can define the gage cube. by choosing the sides of the cubes, the design of a beam
can be modified. cross sections: cross sections can be displayed in two different ways. by selecting the option shift
+ s, cross sections are displayed similar to that of a plate. this means that the virtual gage height of the member is
equal to the size of the part. by selecting the option shift + c, cross sections can be displayed similar to that of a
beam, and the gage height can be adjusted (selecting an option from the menu). when designing a beam, it is
recommended that you check the shear stress and minimum moment capacity in the tekla structural planner
calculations and analysis tabs. this is because these calculations can be shown on drawings and turned into contour
lines, which is a great way to present your design. tekla structures 2019 is now integrated with the standard tekla
architecture 2019l collection to allow for faster and more accurate 3d model development. tekla architecture allows
rapid creation of conceptual models, enabling you to define a building or site as quickly as you can imagine it.
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tekla structures offers improved file compression and faster processing times. now you can receive a fully detailed
model that can be used as a development platform for other tekla architect products, or as a standalone model for
submission to the australian construction industry. data management improvements have been implemented to

improve the overall tekla structures process. you will now have the ability to manage your tekla structures projects
via a single location. all your projects and their associated project management tasks can be managed efficiently in

one central location. we’ve created a visual style guide for tekla structures. this style guide has been created to
give you an instant look at how tekla structures will look on screen. if you are using any third party plugins, as is
recommended, or you are working with a third party supplier, this guide will show you how this can be achieved.
the style guide is available for you to preview at all times and its intuitive nature will help you with all aspects of

your tekla structures development. in tekla structures, we’ve added a new “show points on walls” option. this
allows you to show the points on walls of any tekla structure. if you are making any changes to a structure which

have walls, this option will allow you to see what is going on where walls are present, ensuring you do not
accidentally remove any points. when this option is active, the walls tab will be selected and the window will be

disabled. we’ve had a very busy 2018 and this is our fifth development release. the biggest change in tekla
structures 2019 is really how we approach measurement and calculation. tekla structures now has the ability to
record and display variables that are specific to the structure. this will help you gain much more accurate and

usable point cloud information, allowing much more precise measurements. 5ec8ef588b
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